AI SCREENING

TENANT SCREENING
WITH NEXT-LEVEL
AI TECHNOLOGY
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California Required Notices

This report does not guarantee the accuracy or truthfulness of the information as to the
investigation, but only that it is accurately copied from public records, and information
identity theft, including evidence of criminal activity, may be inaccurately associated wi
the subject of the report.

An investigative consumer reporting agency shall provide a consumer seeking to obtain a cop
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as provided in CA Civil Code
Section 1786.26.
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TX 75082; 1-877-222-0384; or https://www.on-site.com/request-consumer-file-ordelinquencies. Now more than ever you need a plan toRichardson,
address
not just the ability to
Avisos obligatorios en el estado de California
El presente informe no garantiza la exactitud ni la veracidad de la información con resp
pay but the willingness to pay.
investigación, sino únicamente que es una copia exacta de los registros públicos y es

información generada como consecuencia del robo de identidad, incluidos los registro
delictivos, se haya asociado por error con el consumidor objeto del presente informe.

Una agencia de investigación de verificación de crédito proporcionará al consumidor que dese
informe o que solicite la revisión de un archivo un aviso por escrito en inglés y español, escrit
claro, que establezca los términos y condiciones de su derecho a recibir todas las divulgacion
1786.26 del Código Civil de California.

THE STATS TELL THE STORY.
Tested and proven, AI Screening is here,

Este informe se preparo con el software proporcionado pro RP On-Site LLC, que puede contr
Blvd., Richardson, TX 75082; 1-877-222-0384; or https://www.on-site.com/request-consumer-

Overall Recommendation

enabling you to leverage the power of A
 I
and machine learning to take your screening
capabilities to the next level—beyond
anything you’ve ever imagined before.
This innovative, industry-disrupting solution
predicts both an applicant’s capability and

APPROVE

Rental Report for Jane Smith

This application meets your requirements. The Overall Recomm
solely from your community's leasing criteria. On-Site makes no
of an applicant's qualifications.

Score for Jane Smith: 617

AI Score

Import
Pass/F

Monthly income to rent ratio exceeds 2.0

Pass/F

May have been through a bankruptcy

Pass/F

No unpaid property collections in the last 7 years

Pass/F

No Landlord Tenant Court records in the last 7 years

Pass/F

Criminal History: Felony Convictions

Pass/F

stronger prediction of future performance and

Drug Meth Manufacture

Not Co
No more than 1 in the Pass/F
last 7 years
None ever
Pass/F

renter behavior. Using AI along with behavioral

Kidnapping

None ever

Pass/F

Sex Offense Coerced

None ever

Pass/F

data, AI Screening precisely analyzes your

Violent Fatal

None ever

Pass/F

applicant pool from our proprietary rental

Violent Non Fatal

None ever

Pass/F

Weapons

None ever

Pass/F

Alcohol

-

Not Co

willingness to pay rent, resulting in a much

history database of over 30M records.

Total Considered Felony Convictions
Drug Manufacture Distribution
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*Calculated from RealPage research showing AI Screening reduces bad debt by an average of $31 per unit per year. Spread across all multifamily
units, this equates to approximately $400M.
**Based on Multifamily results. Some customers have seen savings as high as $59 per unit per year.

AI SCREENING

$31+ 18K+ 30M+
Trusted by over
18,000 PMCs

Multifamily customers reduced
bad debt by an average proven
savings of $31 per unit per year

TESTED.
PROVEN.
UNEQUALED.
ONLY AI SCREENING:

provides the industry’s first AI-powered
credit scoring model.
is fully integrated into Propertyware,
making the application and screening
recommendation seamless.
leverages the RealPage rental history database
of over 30M lease outcome records.

Rely on data that is calibrated
across more than 30 million real
lease outcomes—and growing.

AN EASY ADDITION TO YOUR TEAM
Minimal Effort and Maximum Accuracy — just
activate screening and go. Leverage a proven,
best-in-class screening model designed to work
with your property management system. AI reduces
errors, ensuring your tenant’s financial performance
is accurate.
Boost Your Competitive Advantage — while your
competitors are still relying on rules-based scoring
models—by far the least sophisticated method of
predicting a tenant's future rent-pay performance—
you’ll have the advantage of AI Screening before all
the others.
Rely on Comprehensive Data — the powerful
combination of AI technology with behavioral and
payment data from more than 30 million rental
records generates more reliable results—and
consistent performance—than traditional screening
tools can provide.
Decrease Skips and Evictions — AI Screening
is proven to increase NOI resulting in higher
asset valuation.
Reduce Fair Housing Risk — AI Screening utilizes
a multitude of data points to better predict
rental performance based on past behavior,
NOT demographic data.

For more information, visit:
Propertyware.com/tenant-screening
or call 1-833-725-3070
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